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CONS P EC TU S

I on channels conduct charged species through otherwise imper-
meable biological membranes. Their activity supports a number

of physiological processes, and genetic mutations can disrupt their
function dramatically. Among these channels, voltage gated cation
channels (VGCCs) are ubiquitous transmembrane proteins involved
in electrical signaling. In addition to their selectivity for ions, their
function requires membrane-polarization-dependent gating.

Triggered by changes in the transmembrane voltage, the activat-
ion and deactivation of VGCCs proceed through a sensing mechanism
that promptsmotion of conserved positively charged (basic) residueswithin the S4 helix of a four-helix bundle, the voltage sensor domain
(VSD). Decades of experimental investigations, using electrophysiology, molecular biology, pharmacology, and spectroscopy, have
revealed details about the function of VGCCs. However, in 2005, the resolution of the crystal structure of the activated state of onemember
of the mammalian voltage gated potassium (Kv) channels family (the Kv1.2) enabled researchers to make significant progress in
understanding the structure�function relationship in these proteins on a molecular level. In this Account, we review the use of a
complementary technique, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, that has offered new insights on this timely issue.

Starting from the “open-activated state” crystal structure, we have carried out large-scale all atomMD simulations of the Kv1.2
channel embedded in its lipidic environment and submitted to a hyperpolarizing (negative) transmembrane potential. We then
used steered MD simulations to complete the full transition to the resting-closed state. Using these procedures, we have followed
the operation of the VSDs and uncovered three intermediate states between their activated and deactivated conformations. Each
conformational state is characterized by its network of salt bridges and by the occupation of the gating charge transfer center by a
specific S4 basic residue. Overall, the global deactivation mechanism that we have uncovered agrees with proposed kinetic models
and recent experimental results that point towards the presence of several intermediate states.

The understanding of these conformations has allowed us to examine how mutations of the S4 basic residues analogous to
those involved in genetic diseases affect the function of VGCCs. In agreement with electrophysiology experiments, mutations
perturb the VSD structure and trigger the appearance of state-dependent “leak” currents. The simulation results unveil the key
elementary molecular processes involved in these so-called “omega” currents. We generalize these observations to other members
of the VGCC family, indicating which type of residues may generate such currents and which conditions might cause leaks that
prevent proper function of the channel.

Today, the understanding of the intermediate state conformations enables researchers to confidently tackle other key questions
such as the mode of action of toxins or modulation of channel function by lipids.

Introduction
First discovered in the early 1950s, excitable cells are crucial

for the function of superior organisms: they respond to

electric voltage pulses by giving rise to currents across their

plasma membrane. Twenty years later, transmembrane

proteins, called voltage-gated cation channels (VGCCs), were

identified as the molecular level components that account

for the voltage-dependent conduction across excitable
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cell membranes. Such pores switch from a closed to open state

when the transmembrane potential is made more positive

than the cell resting potential (depolarization).1 These channels

areubiquitous toexcitable cells, that is, are found in theheart, in

the nervous system, and in many other organs. They fulfill a

wide variety of biological functions and are therefore sensitive

to a large number of modulating factors, for example,

action of drugs or anesthetics, alteration of the membrane

lipids embedding them, and so forth. Similarly, mutations

of these channels can give rise to familial genetic diseases,

called channelopathies.2

With the advent of voltage clamp techniques, electro-

physiology experiments allowed the discovery in the 1970s

of a characteristic feature of VGCCs: during activation

(transition from closed (resting) to open (activated) state),

they produce small transient currents, named gating currents.3

Their integral is called the gating charge and measures the

quantity of charge transported by the channel during activa-

tion. In the 1980s, sequencing the first VGCCs revealed a

tertameric assembly of six transmembrane helices. The fold

and assembly of the two N-terminal helices (S5 and S6) form

the pore, the domain that is responsible for the selectivity and

transport of ions across themembrane. The other four (S1�S4)

constitute voltage sensor domains (VSD), responsible for sen-

sing the transmembrane voltage changes. The fourth trans-

membrane helical segment (S4) contains four to seven of

positively charged, basic, residues (mostly arginines) that sense

and respond to the local electric field. These residues trigger the

appearance of the gating currents. During activation of Shaker,

the first potassium VGCC (Kv) channel identified, for example,

the S4 basic residues transport ∼12�14 elementary charges

across the membrane.4,5

Thekinetics of the ionic (G) andgating (Q) currents signal a

multistep process, involving one or more intermediate

states. The conformational transitions between stateswithin

each VSD are independent, and only the last intermediate to

open transition is concerted:6,7 all VSDsneed to be activated to

open the pore.8 Early models, as the Zagotta�Hoshi�Aldrich

model have considered three VSD states.6 Others, involving

measurements over a broader voltage range, involve addi-

tional states. More recent models propose four to five

states.9�12

Thegating charge is a fundamental property that not only

determines the voltage dependency of channel activation,

but also constraints the physical models of VSD operation.

To describe the latter, three main models have been set

forth. In the helical screw model, S4 moves independently

from the rest of the voltage sensor domain in a screwlike

motion, translating by ∼10�20 Å while rotating about its

own axis by 180�.13,14 In this scheme, supported by muta-

genesis studies, several salt bridges between S4 arginines

and negatively charged residues of S1�S3 are broken/

formed when S4 moves in response to the electric field

changes.15 The transporter model involves instead a large

reorganization of the local electrostatic potential with a S4

vertical translation limited to a few Å. This assumption derives

mainly from fluorescence measurements.16 The paddle model

involves the complete translation of the S3�S4 paddle across

the bilayer and has been abandoned in the light of new

results.17 Recently, a large number of studies have sought to

conciliate these models, and a unified picture has emerged in

the last years: the transmembrane translation of S4 is of

intermediate magnitude and the VSD salt bridges rearrange-

ment is decisive for channel function.18

The biggest advance in understanding the molecular

mechanism of VGCCs comes probably from the resolution

of the first mammalian potassium channel crystal structure,

the Kv1.2.19 In this structure, the pore was captured in the

open state and the VSDs in their activated conformation

(S4 “up”). This structure, overall consistent with a large

number of previous electrophysiology measurements, has

confirmed or revealed molecular details, such as the salt

bridge network involved in the activated state of the VSD or

the interaction of lipid head groups with the top basic

residues of S4.

However outstanding the progress achieved thanks to

exquisite quantitative electrophysiology experiments and

the breakthrough achievements mentioned above, ques-

tions about the molecular mechanism of VSD deactivation

and the topology of the Kv1.2 intermediate and resting

states remain unanswered. Evidently, insight into such a

mechanismwill enable one to tackle challenging issues such

as the molecular implication of the modulation of the func-

tion of such channels by drugs, toxins or the effect of genetic

mutations.

Several groups have provided answers to this crucial

question of the topology of the resting state by building

closed state models of Kv1.2 by homology and de novo

modeling (Rosetta-membrane) using a plethora of experi-

mentally defined constraints20�22 and subsequently equili-

brating them using MD simulations.23,24 We, on the other

hand, have chosen a complementary strategy: seeking to

uncover also the molecular structure of intermediate states

of the VSD, we have used MD simulations to follow the

channel response to hyperpolarized (negative) transmem-

brane potentials.25
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Deactivation of Kv1.2
We followed the deactivation of the full length Kv1.2 em-

bedded in a lipid bilayer by hyperpolarizing the membrane.

Previous simulations imposed an hyperpolarizing trans-

membrane potential (ΔV) by applying an external electric

field,26�28 a method that enables one to measure directly

gating currents in the form of protein charge displacement

across the membrane.23,29,30 Here, in contrast, we create a

charge imbalance between both sides of the membrane. To

prevent communication between them through periodic

boundary conditions, we introduce a vacuum slab between

periodic images in the z direction.31 This method is a

modified version of the double bilayer setup,32 that avoids

asymmetry and overcost. It also enables to record directly

the charge Q(t) that is transported across the membrane

capacitor,30,33 that is, the gating charge routinely measured

in electrophysiology. In such a setup, reorganization of

charges across the membrane leads to a drop of ΔV and

we can trace back conformational changes of the channel

that produce ameasurable gating charge to a change inΔV.

We have generated an >2 μs trajectory of the Kv1.2/

membrane systemsubject to a largehyperpolarizedΔV. Due

to the limited time scale we could reach, we have submitted

the system to ΔV ∼ �600 mV, a transmembrane voltage

∼10 times higher than in experiments, to speed up the

response of the channel. We have monitored the stability

of the Kv1.2 channel and of the membrane along the

simulation to ensure that such a high transmembrane vol-

tage does not destabilize the system.Q(t) recorded along the

MD simulation underwent several drops, indicating a sig-

nificant channel electrical activity. We linked the Q(t) drops

to conformational rearrangements within the VSD: the

positive charges of S4 (R294, R297, R300, R303, K306, and

R309, called hereafter R1 to R6) shifted down stepwise from

external (top) to internal (bottom) negatively charge binding

sites in a ratchetlike motion. These binding sites are acidic

amino-acids of segments S1�S3 (E183, E226, D259, and

E236) and PO4
� groups of the lipid headgroups of the outer

and inner bilayer leaflets (Figure 1). Along our simulation, all

subunits underwent a first conformational rearrangement to-

ward a stable conformation named β. One subunit underwent

a second rearrangement, reaching another downstream con-

formation γ. Note that this observation agrees with experi-

ments suggesting that most conformational transitions of the

four VSDs of the channel are independent, with only the last

intermediate to open transition being a concerted process.8

Such abrute force simulation, limited to a short time scale,

was not long enough to bring the channel to its resting state.

We therefore designed a steered MD protocol to propagate

this ratchetlikemotion: the positive residues of S4 in all VSDs

were pulled simultaneously downward toward the next

binding site (countercharge). Two additional conformations

of the VSD δ and ε were hence obtained.

The ε conformation was found to be consistent with

many constraints to the resting state derived from electro-

physiology experiments. First, the gating charge measured

during the transition from R to ε ∼ 12.8 ( 0.3e agrees with

values obtained for Shaker-like channels.4,5 Next, measured

distances of residue pairs within the resting state VSDs

comply with interactions that were probed under hyperpo-

larizedvoltagesbyelectrostatic interactionsor disulfidebridges

approaches.25 Finally, we checked further the positions of S4

basic residues in ε by probing the effect ofmutations of the top

R1 and R2 arginines (see next paragraph).34

Interestingly, despite the use of a nonphysiological trans-

membrane voltage, the complete VSD deactivation me-

chanism obtained in silico is consistent with experiments

and kinetic models as it proceeds via sequential steps.

FIGURE 1. Molecular views of the VSDs in the five key conformations, obtained from the crystal structure (R), using MD simulations under an
hyperpolarized voltage (β and γ) and a steered MD protocol (δ and ε). The side-view highlights the state-dependent position of the S4 basic residues
(blue sticks) and the salt bridges they form with the acidic residues (red sticks) of the other VSD segments or with the lipid headgroup PO4

� moieties
(yellow). The highly conserved residue F233 of S2 is shown as cyan spheres. Copyright 2011 from PNAS.
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The gating charges for each transition estimated from the

molecular models (∼0.45 to 1.2e per subunit) are of the

same order of magnitude as the elementary charge estimated

from measurements of gating current fluctuations35 and as

the early component of the gating current recorded in Shaker

channels (∼1e per VSD unit).12,36 The mechanism involves

in particular specific interactions and a sequential breaking

and forming of salt bridges within the VSDs that agrees with

early mutagenesis experiments37 and with more recent

experiments probing specific interactions in the intermediate

states of the VSDs of VGCCs.18 Another recent MD simulation

study totaling >1 ms simulations has reached similar conclu-

sions, while also providing exciting results about the entire

channel opening/closingandVSD-pore couplingmechanism.38

Finally, electrophysiology recordings of Cd2þ-bridged double

cysteinmutantsofShakerhaveenabled tobuildab initiomodels

of an active state similar to the crystal structure and four more

resting ones,39 that bear strong similarities to our R, β, γ, δ and

ε states.

In agreement with a recent mutagenesis study,40 the

basic residues of S4 (K5, R4, R3, R2, and R1) were found to

occupy the occluded site identified in the VSD of the Kþ

VGCCs (formed by two negatively charged residues (D259,

E236 in Shaker) and the highly conserved F233 of S2) in the

R, β, γ, δ, and ε VSD conformations, respectively (Figure 1).

Further analyzes of the gating charge transported by each

basic residue based on free energy considerations33,35

showed that the residue translocating through the occluded

site during each transition accounts for most of the gating

charge, rationalizing the denomination of this site as a

“gating charge transfer center”.

Hence, today, a large body of evidence suggests that the

intermediate states are of functional significance38,41 while

a number of five conformations, as deduced from our work,

agrees with the most recent experiments.39,40 Quite inter-

estingly, we found that the local electric field is focused

within the VSD and points downward in all five states, in

agreement with fluorescence measurements.42 Switching

from the activated to the deactivated state involves mainly

a ∼10�15 Å downward translation of the S4 residues with

respect to the remainingother three static helices, coupled to

a significant counter-clockwise helical twisting (∼90�), con-
sistent with the helical screw model.13,14 Other simulations

have also reported that a change in secondary structure

(from an alpha to a 310 helix) of the short stretch of the S4

helix transiting through the gating charge transfer center39,43

is important for the deactivation mechanism, in agreement

with crystallographic and indirect structural data.44,45 Most

molecular models proposed so far for the resting state Kv1.2,

using the ab initio/homology modeling approach and/or

voltage-biased MD simulations, have now converged toward

similar characteristics. In particular, the location of the back-

bone atoms is similar in almost all models of the down state.46

Theonly discrepancy lies in thepositionof the side chainof R1,

that is placed in interaction with E226 in one type of models24

while been located close to D283 in the other.25,39 As authors

claim that most experimental constraints are compatible with

either of the models,34,40,47,48 it is likely that both families of

conformations are populated at hyperpolarized voltages in

proportions that remain to be assessed.

Several other interesting and peculiar properties of

VGCCs could be extracted from MD simulations, such as

the role lipids play in the activation process. Indeed, the lipid

negatively charged phosphate head-groups provide coun-

tercharges for the S4 basic residues during the activation

process and stabilize thereby not only the activated and

the resting state, as shown by others,23,28,49�52 but also the

intermediate ones. This helps to rationalize why the pertur-

bation of the lipid composition embedding the channel

deeply alters its function,53,54 a mode of action which the

spider Loxosceles reclusa uses to paralyze its prey, its venom

containing an enzyme that targets lipid head-groups.55With

the availability ofmolecularmodels of the channel in its lipid

environment, we can now address questions that pertain to

themodulation of the function of VGCCs by lipids alteration.

The following paragraph highlights another type ofmodula-

tion mechanism and depicts in more details how we used

the Kv1.2 VSD conformations to investigate the effect of S4

basic residues mutations at the molecular level.

S4 Basic Residues Mutations Cause Leak
Currents
A large number of diseases result from the dysfunction of

VGCCs caused by inherited genetic mutations of their genes.2

Most channelopathies have dominant inheritance and are

caused by mutations that enhance VGCC activation or impair

inactivation. Today, the molecular mechanisms that explain

defects in ion channel function remain ambiguous. However,

several diseases originate from mutations located within the

VSDs, and specifically on S4. Because these residues confer the

VSD its sensitivity, their mutations modifies the response to

voltage changes and alters therefore their function.56

Recently however, electrophysiology experiments iden-

tified some mutations that prompt the appearance of a

current component independent from the canonical alpha

conduction. The authors attributed this so-called “omega” or
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gating-pore current to a leakage of cations through an

unidentified conduction pathway within the VSD. “Artificial”

mutants of Shaker were first studied: substitution of R1 with

histidine, R1H, allows a proton current to flow at hyperpo-

larized potentials, while a R4H mutant induces a flux at

depolarized potentials.57 Moreover, mutations of R1 into

smaller, uncharged residues trigger an influx of a nonselec-

tive cation omega current through the VSD at hyperpolar-

ized potentials.58,59 Further work on Shaker revealed that

only in the resting state does a single mutation (R1S) trigger

the appearance of an omega current. In more activated

states, double mutations (R1S and R2S, or R2S and R3S) are

required for cation conductance.60 In Nav1.4, mutations of

R2 or R3 to uncharged aminoacids allow a state-dependent

influx of cations through the omega pore and are shown to

cause periodic paralyzes.61�63 Furthermore, for R1H mu-

tants in Nav1.4 domains I and II and for R2H mutants in

domain III, the Hþ omega current appears only when the

channel is in its hyperpolarized conformation and the omega

pore closes under depolarization.64

Sequence and structure similarity between the members

of the large family of VGCCs (Nav, Cav and Kv) rationalizes

the use of Kv1.2 as a prototype to study the effect of S4

mutations on the stability and conduction properties of such

channels. As no Kv1.2 mutant leads to a genetic disease, we

have considered various “artificial mutants” and character-

ized features of the corresponding channel after substitution

of specific S4 charges. One of themain characteristics of the Kv

channels VSD topology is the presence of large water crevices

that penetrate the structure from the intra and extra cellular

media, both in the active and in the resting state,50,51,65,66 as

shown by solvent accessibility measurements.67 The state-

dependent salt bridge network formed by S4 positive charges

and their counterparts shapes a constriction that prevents

communication between the two media (Figure 2).34 One

expects that the mutation of the residues involved in this

constriction (bottom ones in the activated and top ones in

the resting state) will affect the VSD stability.

We have therefore generated a set of simulations of

the Kv1.2 full channel, in the open and the closed state,

for which these specific residues were substituted by un-

charged equivalents, thereby mimicking their mutation to

glutamine.34 As control simulations, we studied both the

wild type and mutants of basic residues not involved in the

constriction. All mutations to uncharged residues disrupt the

salt bridge in which the residue participates. However, as

expected, only the mutation of residues involved in the

constriction region (K5/R6 double mutant and K5 single

mutant in the activated state and R1 single mutant in the

resting one) opens up a hydrophilic pathway connecting the

intra- and extracellular media, the omega pore (Figure 2).

We have then submitted all systems to high transmem-

brane voltagesΔV to identifywhich oneswere permeable to

ions. In the R state, a large depolarized voltage induced

outward Kþ conduction in the double (K5/R6) mutant. Our

activated K5 single mutant, on the other hand, displayed no

conduction event over the time scale of the simulation. Note

that mutants of these two basic side chains could not yet

be examined by experiments so far, due to the lack of

expression of K5/R6 mutants. In the ε state, a large hyper-

polarized transmembrane voltage generated inward Kþ

conduction in the single R1 mutant. As the number of Kþ

permeation events we collected (2 over 40 ns) precludes us

from extracting meaningful conductance values, it is inter-

esting to mention the results of two subsequent MD simula-

tion studies reporting for the first time omega current

conductance values in agreement with experimental mea-

surements for an R1S mutant in an alternate model of the

closed state of Kv1.268 and R2S mutant of a Kv1.2/2.1

resting state model.38 Hence, considering the past59,61,63

and present results, a pattern emerges (Figure 3):

• At rest, under hyperpolarized transmembrane voltage,

S4 is in the “down” state, constraining the VGCC pore in

a closed conformation. Within the VSD, the salt bridges

that maintain the constriction bridging the intra- and

FIGURE 2. VSD Topologies of the activated (top panels) and resting
(lower panels) Kv1.2 channel conformations. (A and D) Location of the
S4 basic residues (green) and the salt bridges they form with acidic
charges (red). (B and E) Topology of the solvent-accessible volume (blue)
the wild type VSDs. The most constricted regions (pore radius <1.15 Å)
are highlighted in yellow. (C and F) K5 and R1 respective mutants, in
which omega pores are formed. Copyright 2010 from BJ.
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extracellular solution crevices involve the top basic

residues of S4. Only their mutation destabilizes the

VSD and may lead to omega “leak” currents through a

hydrophilic pathway.

• Upon activation, under depolarized transmembrane

potentials, S4 positive residues move upward, leading

themain pore to open.Within theVSD, bottom S4 basic

residues bridge between the two solution crevices and

accordingly, their mutation destabilizes the VSDs and

may lead to omega currents.

These two scenarios are consistent with experiments

where leak currents were recorded under hyperpolarized

potentials in Na selective61,69 and in Shaker channels58 and

under depolarized potentials in Na channels.61,63 They

also rationalize their incidence on the channel's molecular

function: under hyperpolarized transmembrane potentials,

VGCCs are impermeable to ions and omega currents con-

stitute a real leak. Most mutations involved in genetic

diseases fall in this category. Under depolarized transmem-

brane potentials on the other hand, VGCCs are open and the

omega currents, estimated experimentally to be ∼2 orders

of magnitude lower than alpha pore currents, barely mod-

ulate the alpha current,61 except in inactivating channels.

Note that such mutants are suspected to have evolved into

biologically relevant channels: a flatworm channel in which

two S4 basic residues are replaced by neutral ones acts as an

inward-rectifier.70 Comparably, the voltage-gated proton

channel only bears three S4 basic residues, enabling proton

transport presumably through a VSD pore.71,72

As genetic mutations are still identified, modeling studies

along these lineswill enable one to determinewhich specific

mutation detected in a given channelopathy may yield

omega currents. Accurate models of the 3d structure of the

channel of interest are required, enabling to characterize the

state-dependent VSD salt bridge network. As new VGCCs

crystal structures emerge or more precise homologymodels

are built, it becomes possible to identify precisely which

residues are critical. Hence, despite the uncertainties that are

inherent to homologymodeling, robustmodels of Kv or Nav

channels built for instance using as templates the recently

determined bacterial sodium channel crystal structures73

can constitute a good approximation to gain an insight in

the effect of genetic mutations of human VGCCs.64 For

completeness, one should also note that the appearance

of omega currents is most likely not the only effect of S4

basic residues mutations: recorded shifts in G/V and Q/V

curves andmodified kinetics of ON andOFF currents74 show

that such mutations also modulate the VSD response to

transmembrane voltage changes, an effect that remains to

be investigated by MD simulations.

In summary, molecular modeling enables nowadays to

contribute to answer questions of increasing biological

relevance. Taken together with data from various experi-

ments and simulations, our results reveal that a consensus

on the long debated deactivation mechanism of the VSD of

Shaker-like channels is emerging: such a processmost likely

follows a helical screwpathwaywhile involving five states in

Kv1.2 (activated, three intermediate, and resting state), each

bearing a specific salt bridge pattern. Availability of such fine

structural data now enables, using the approach developed

in this contribution as well as state-of-the-art enhanced

sampling methods, to tackle questions pertaining to the

modulation of VGCCs by mutations, toxins, anesthetics or

other mechanisms and will undoubtedly contribute to shed

new light onto the molecular level mechanisms involved in

these processes.
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